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Would you trade everything you knew for a new life? This is the question that propels 18 year- old Hadley
Phillips out of her small-town life – and a possible murder charge – and brings her to the dazzling lights of
Las Vegas. As a participant in a contest that promises only this tantalizing tidbit: 'we can take you out of
your life and give you a new one', Hadley takes the biggest gamble of them all. Upon her arrival, she meets
the four beautiful and mysterious twenty- somethings running the contest, and is immediately drawn into
their world, replete with seemingly endless luxury and indulgence. She is fascinated with their dynamic, and
strikes up a romance with the dangerous Jesper. But the more time she spends in this surreal Vegas world,
the more convinced she becomes that not all is as it seems: these people are far from normal, and definitely
scary. All the while, she endures a series of physical, intellectual, and emotional trials that measure every
aspect of her character, as she tries to beat a daunting crew of competitors. Though she fears the unknown at
the end of the competition, Hadley knows that she cannot lose the contest and return to her old life. Yet, with
every passing day, she fears the choice will be made for her by the mysterious people whose secret she must
uncover before it's too late.
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From reader reviews:

Frances Feist:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to be aware of everything in the world. Each guide has different aim as well as goal; it means
that guide has different type. Some people experience enjoy to spend their the perfect time to read a book.
These are reading whatever they get because their hobby is usually reading a book. Consider the person who
don't like studying a book? Sometime, person feel need book once they found difficult problem or even
exercise. Well, probably you should have this Eternal Hearts.

Michael Colburn:

A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them friends
and family or their friend. Do you realize? Many a lot of people spent these people free time just watching
TV, or perhaps playing video games all day long. If you would like try to find a new activity that's look
different you can read any book. It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book you read you can spent 24
hours a day to reading a guide. The book Eternal Hearts it is extremely good to read. There are a lot of
people that recommended this book. They were enjoying reading this book. When you did not have enough
space bringing this book you can buy often the e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this book out of your
smart phone. The price is not to fund but this book possesses high quality.

Juanita Geil:

The book untitled Eternal Hearts contain a lot of information on the item. The writer explains her idea with
easy method. The language is very straightforward all the people, so do not worry, you can easy to read that.
The book was compiled by famous author. The author gives you in the new period of literary works. It is
easy to read this book because you can please read on your smart phone, or device, so you can read the book
within anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open up their official web-site along
with order it. Have a nice go through.

Jason Nimmons:

Beside that Eternal Hearts in your phone, it could possibly give you a way to get nearer to the new
knowledge or information. The information and the knowledge you may got here is fresh through the oven
so don't possibly be worry if you feel like an previous people live in narrow village. It is good thing to have
Eternal Hearts because this book offers for your requirements readable information. Do you sometimes have
book but you seldom get what it's exactly about. Oh come on, that would not happen if you have this with
your hand. The Enjoyable blend here cannot be questionable, including treasuring beautiful island.
Techniques you still want to miss that? Find this book as well as read it from at this point!
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